
User Manual

Digital Kitchen Scale STT-971

Features
Capacity: 5000g / 11lb:0.4oz / 5000ml / 176.4fl.oz
Division: 1g / 0.1oz / 1ml / 0.1fl.oz
Weight unit: g / lb:oz / ml / fl.oz
Minimal weight: 2g
Function key: ON/OFF/TARE, UNIT
Display: Black LCD with white backlight
Battery: 2xCR2032
Touch on function
Auto off function

LCD diplay

Function indication

ON/OFF/TARE: Touch “ON/OFF/TARE” to switch on to enter weighing mode;
Touch and hold “ON/OFF/TARE” for about 2s to switch off;
Touch “ON/OFF/TARE” to make tare function in weighing mode.

UNIT: Touch “UNIT” to select desired unit in weighing mode;

Operation instruction
I. Select unit before use

a) Open the battery door at the back of the scale.
b) Put the batteries in and ensure +/- terminals are correct. The LCD will be on as below.

c) Close the battery door and put the scale on flat table. The scale will enter weighing

Symbol Description
Negative weight

Tare function

Reminder
a) Please do not put the scale on carpet.
b) Please put the weight object in the center of the scale platform to obtain a more

accurate weight.
c) Please do not put items on platform when switch on.
d) If the scale is not to being used for a long period, please remove the batteries.
e) Clean the scale with a slightly damp cloth, DO NOT immerse the scale in water or use

chemical/abrasive cleaning agents.
f) To maximize battery life touch “ON/OFF/TARE” for two seconds after use to switch
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mode automatically.

Note: If there is a weight shown on the LCD, please touch “ON/OFF/TARE” to set it to
zero.

d) Touch “UNIT” to select desired unit.

Note: When finishing selecting unit, you may start to weigh according to the weighing
procedure below. If there is not any operation and the weight is steady in weighing mode,
the scale will turn off automatically after about 60s.
II. Weighing (unit g selected)

a) Please put the scale on hard flat table.
b) Reverse the container and put it on the platform.
c) Touch “ON/OFF/TARE” to switch on.

d) You can start to weigh when “0” is shown on the LCD.

e) Please put the weight into the middle of the container, the weight data will be shown.

Note: If there is not any operation and the weight is steady in weighing mode, the scale
will turn off automatically after about 60s.
III. Measuring with tare function(unit g selected)

a) Please put the scale on hard flat table.
b) Take the container away from the flatform.
c) Touch “ON/OFF/TARE” to switch on.

d) Please wait until “0” is shown on the LCD.

e) Put the container on the platform and touch “ON/OFF/TARE” to set the weight to
zero.

Note: “TARE” will be displayed only when the weight of the container is over 600g. And
you can use the tare function for many times in one weighing process.

f) Please put the weight onto the middle of the container, the weight data will be shown.

Note: If there is not any operation and the weight is steady in weighing mode, the scale
will turn off automatically after about 60s.

Indication message
a) Low battery indication. When “Lo” is shown, the scale will turn off after a few seconds

and please replace the batteries.

b) Overload indication. Please remove the weight on the scale to protect the loadcells.

c) Negative weight indication. It will be shown when taking the weight from the platform,
under “Tare” setting.

for about 6-10’s

2)When the scale is power on, if the transparent cover been removed, the touch key will be 
recovered 4 seconds later.
3)When the scale is power on, if the transparent cover been removed, it would possibility 
lead to auto-off. Pls re-start the scale and start to use. 
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